Application portfolio and demonstrations
MSIS 558, Prof. Robin Burke
Due: 5/14/01

Objective
To finalize the implementations of all six of the assignments.

Activity
Revisit the six assignments we have had so far in this class, revising and improving your applications. Use my comments (on the first 5) and what you have learned in the class to create new versions.

During class time on 5/14, each student will make one or more of their applications available for demonstration/interaction by the rest of the class.

Submission
Students should

- Turn in at the start of class a portfolio folder containing each of the six graded assignments that you turned in this quarter, accompanied by your revised version, if any. If you are not revising an assignment, you must still turn in the original graded version (except for assignment 6, since a graded version will not be available).

- Bring to class a ZIP disk containing all six assignments in runnable form. The disks will be returned at the final.

- Have one or more applications ready for the rest of the class to play against.

Assessment
Your portfolio will be assessed on the completeness of each solution and on the degree to which the comments on your original graded version have been addressed.